Integrate EZproxy with other OCLC services
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Configure EZproxy to work with your other OCLC services.

**ArchiveGrid**

OCLC ArchiveGrid requires [SSL configuration](https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/EZproxy/EZproxy_configuration/Integrate_EZproxy_with_other_OCLC_...) and the following database stanza in config.txt:

```plaintext
Title ArchiveGrid
URL https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid
HJ beta.worldcat.org
DJ worldcat.org
```

**OCLC CAMIO (Catalog of Art Museum Images Online)**

OCLC CAMIO requires the following configuration in config.txt:

```plaintext
Title CAMIO
URL http://camio.oclc.org
DJ camio.oclc.org
```

**FirstSearch**

OCLC FirstSearch requires SSL Configuration and the following database stanza in config.txt:

```plaintext
Title OCLC FirstSearch
URL https://firstsearch.oclc.org/FSIP
HJ http://firstsearch.oclc.org
DJ oclc.org
```

**QuestionPoint**

If you are using QuestionPoint to provide reference service when you encounter an EZproxy problem, tell support staff that you were using QuestionPoint when the problem occurred.

*Tags recommended by the template:* [article:topic](https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/EZproxy/EZproxy_configuration/Integrate_EZproxy_with_other_OCLC_...)*